The energy levels of negative parity states of N=88 isotones: 158Yb, 156Er and 154Dy are studied in terms of the SDF interacting boson approximation (lBA) model with one s-or d-boson being able to break and form a fermion pair. The fermion pair is allowed to occupy the il3/2 single particle orbit. It is found that the energy levels of the negative parity bands of these nuclei can be reproduced satisfactorily. The backbends of the moment of inertia can be also reasonably described. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
The interacting boson approximation (IBA) model
Il has been successful to describe the low-lying collective states in many medium to heavy even-even nuclei.
Recently, the deformed nuclei with N ~ 90 and 64 < Z::;; 70 have received considerable attention. 2 )-13) The N =88 nuclei, lying just outside the permanently deformed region which begins at N =90, are expected to be soft with respect to shape changes. 2 ),5),8), 9) Recently, a large amount of experimental studies 5H2 ) had identified some high-spin negative parity odd and even bands existing in the N =88 nuclei. Among these data, the anomalous negative parity bands have been observed and the phenomena of backbending occurs as one plots the moment of inertia versus the square of the angular velocity for yrast band of a nucleus. Similar situations occur in the positive parity bands of these nuclei and many efforts 10H7 ) witpin the framework of IBA have been attempted to understand the mechanism of the sudden change of the behavior of the moment of inertia for the positive parity bands. It is generally believed that the high spin anomalies are produced by the complicated interplays between the collective and the single-particle degrees of freedom induced by the Corio lis decoupling. The backbending phenomena and anomalous negative parity bands of 156Er have been studied in the two-quasiparticle plus rotor bandmixing modeI,18) In this model the high spin states are produced by the alignments of the angular momenta of the decoupled quasiparticles along the collective rotation, and the observed backbends are attributed to the intersection of the zero-quasiparticle band and the decoupled two-quasiparticle band. Hence, it will be interesting to see to what extent the extended IBA model is able to describe the structures of the negative parity bands.
In this work we shall study high spin negative parity bands by incorporating the traditional interacting sd-boson model with one I-boson (sdl IBA) and allow one sor d-boson to have the fermion pair degree of freedom. To make the calculation feasible, we include only one I-boson and consider only one single particle orbit. The low spin states are excluded from the calculation to avoid the inclusion of the p-boson in our model space. In the region of well-deformed nuclei the unique parity intruder orbitals such as hU!2 and i13/2 are generally believed to be the most important because both the Coriolis antipairing effect and the rotation alignment effect increase with increasing angular momentum. 13 ),14) However, a recent study on the positive parity high-spin states of N=88 isotones manifested that the orbit i13/2 is the most important one for the first backbending. 17 ) Therefore, as a first exploration of the model, we may restrict to this orbit only. Our model will be applied to study the negative parity bands of N=88 isotones: 158Yb, 156Er and 154Dy. These nuclei are all well known for the structure change at high spin,z),5),8),9) and their abundant negative parity bands provide a good testing example of the extended IBA model. The IBA model including one 1-or one P-boson in the calculation has been previously applied to study the negative states of N = 88 isotones. 19 (2) which includes the I-boson single particle energy and the mixing hamiltonian of I-boson with the sd-boson, and with the fermion. In the calculation, the radial dependence of the fermion potential is taken as the Yukawa type with a Rosenfeld mixture. An oscillation constant ))=0.96 A -1/3 fm-2 with A=160 is assumed. The interaction strengths of the VJ's are determined by requiring:
The single particle energy Sj (j=13/2) is obtained as a result of fitting. The other parameters contained in the boson hamiltonian H B, VN and VBF were chosen to reproduce the negative parity energy spectra of 158Yb, 156Er and 154Dy isotones respectively. The Sf is set to be zero because all the states considered in our calculation contain one I-boson. In the calculation the interaction parameters contained in the boson part for each nuclei are kept to be the same values for either the N boson configuration or the N -1 boson plus a fermio.n pair configuration. The interaction strengths and the single particle energies for each isotone are allowed to be mass number dependent. § 3. Results Table I presents the final searched values of the interaction strengths and single particle energies. The mixing parameters a, /3, yand 0 can be unified as (in MeV):
a=0.21, /3=0.025, y= -0.015 and 0=0.15. The energy level fitting can be improved slightly if we use a non-unified set of a, /3 and y for different nuclide whilst the other parameter 0 is more or less insensitive to the energy level fitting. The smallness of the mixing parameters manifests the fact that the mixings between the pure boson configuration and the configuration with one fermion pair are small. The strength of Energy levels calculated using these parameters are compared with actual data. For l58Yb, abundant negative parity levels were observed recently.5)-7) Three negative parity bands have been established by Patel et aF) using twenty-one ~ompton suppressed germanium detectors of the Hera array. They are plotted on the lefthand side of observed energy levels the agreement between the calculated and the observed spectra are rather good, including the two closely spaced 9-levels_ The number right above each energy level is extracted from the calculated wavefunction of that particular leveL It is the intensity of the pure sd/ boson configuration. Since most of the levels are rather pure, one can see that starting from I ~20 the sd/-boson-plus-two-fermions configuration supersedes the pure boson configuration. This appears to be true for all three bands. The level scheme of 156Er has been determined 8 ) recently using an array of nine Compton-suppressed Ge detectors. Five bands and pieces of two or three other bands have been observed. Among these bands there are three long negative parity bands (two odd bands and one even band) and one piece of negative odd spin band which contains only three levels 192, 212 and 233-as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2 . If we assume that the lower part (I ~ 21) of this short band consists of second levels of odd spin; and the upper part (I> 21) consists of third levels of odd spin, then the calculated results are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 2 with pure boson intensity indicated on each level. In terms of spectra, the comparison between the two sets is again rather good. Evidence for structure change in 156Er is found 8 ) in the intense feeding among four negative parity bands. One can note from Fig. 3 . The calculated and observed negative par· ity energy spectra for 154Dy. The observed data are taken from Refs. 9) ~ 12).
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N -1 plus one fermion pair configuration while the 212 -state is a mixed state. In the other odd spin band of 156Er, the N -1 boson plus one fermion pair configuration takes over at 1=21. In the even band, this happens at 1=18. The mixing between two configurations is in general very small except for the two odd spin states: 193-(65.8 %) and 212 -(78.5 %). There are abundant experimental data observed for 154Dy in the recent years.
9H2 ) The negative parity states of 154Dy from 9-up to 37-were assigned definitely. 10) The calculated and the observed energy spectra for 154Dy are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen from ring at spin 1=18 for the even band is . overly reproduced.' Therefore, the backbend curve of the negative even band at higher spin cannot be reproduced satisfactorily in the present model. The same situation occurs in the previous calculation of the positive parity bands of N=88 isotones. 17 ) The backbending curve of the odd and even negative parity bands for 156Er are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. From Fig. 5 , we find that our calculated curves imitate the data overly. The left one somewhat exaggerates the backbend at 11-and bends too early at 17-and 23-. The right one reproduces data curve nicely except at high spins. For the even band shown in Fig. 6 , the calculated curve bends too' early and too drastically. Figure.7 shows the backbending curve of the negative parity band for 154Dy. One can see from the figure that the calculated curve agrees reasonably with the observed one. Except for the fine variations near the backbend, the main feature of the observed data for these nuclides can be reproduced satisfactorily. In order to explain the detailed variations existing at the higher spins some additional mechanism such as more single particle orbits or more fermion pairs should be considered. § 4. Summary and discussion In summary we have investigated the structure of the negative parity energy spectra and the backbending phenomena of the isotones 158Yb, 156Er and 154Dy. We extend the IBA model to include an I-boson to substitute for an sd-boson and allow an sd-boson to break into a fermio'n pair which can occupy the i1~!2 orbit. The calculated energy levels including the negative parity even spin and odd spin bands are all in satisfactory agreement with the observed values for these three isotones. We also plot the backbending curve of the negative odd spin and even spin bands for 158Yb and 156Er and the yrast negative parity band for 154Dy. The observed data are able to be satisfatorily explained. The effec;t of the introduction of the fermion pair degrees of freedom manifested in the improv~ment of the calculated energy levels and the variations in the calculated backbending curves when we compare with the previous result. 19) The couplings to angular momenta J =4, 6, 8,··· for the fermion pair in il3!2 orbit may be considered as impliCitly including the higher angular momentum bosons, such as g-boson and the i-boson,···· etc., and therefore making the IBA model space more complete. This is also manifested in the analysis of the wavefunctions. The high spin states are usually dominated by the N -1 boson plus one fermion pair configuration and thus cannot be reproduced by the traditional IBA model. The fine variations occurring in 'the backbending curve of the odd spin band for 156Er might be hopefully interpreted by considering more single particle orbits or more sd -bosons to break into fermion pairs and make more band crossings to form the fine variations in the backbending curves. This work is supported by the National Science Council of ROC.
